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It is true India has the advantage in software and China in hardware.

If India and China cooperate in the IT industry, we will be able to lead

the world...and it will signify the coming of the Asian century of the IT

industry.

Wen Jiabao, Chinese Premier, April 11, 2005

Introduction
I awoke to an odd smell. Where am I? I asked (aloud, I think).

I was in Bangalore, India’s Garden City. That odd smell was the remark-

ably foreign combination of pollution, ultraspicy food from the hotel’s

kitchen, and something else that I could never quite put my finger on.

It was my first morning there, and I was late for work. I didn’t feel bad

about that, considering the hellish 32-hour journey I had suffered to get

there. And that my India-savvy co-worker tricked me into an all-night

cultural immersion in the world’s scariest hotel, after getting off the plane

in Bombay the night before.

After coming to, I felt a panic, realizing that my driver must have been

waiting downstairs for an hour. OhGod, he’ll be angry, I thought, as I scram-

bled to get ready for the first in a series of all-day interviewing sessions.

That’s just what I need on my first morning in a place like this...an angry taxi

driver.

I rushed downstairs, resisting the fabulous aroma of a South Indian break-

fast, and ran out to ask the doorman to page my driver. I asked if the

driver had been there long. He had. Two hours. Ugh.

I spent the first five minutes in the car with Joseph apologizing profusely

over being late and making him wait. He laughed dismissively. This is my

job. I wait all day. And as I found out later, he really did. He didn’t just

drop me off at work and come back at a fixed time. He waited at the office

until the very minute I was ready to go. Without warning, at any time,

I could come down from the office and expect to hop into the car and be

driven away.

My first exposure to India in daylight was that drive across town from the

northwestern corner of Bangalore to the southwestern corner. The culture

shock started to hit me.

Bangalore is known as India’s Silicon Valley. Being from a small city back

home, it was exciting to realize that I had come to a technical mecca.
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More surprising, though, were the extreme contrasts between high tech

and low tech. I saw half-naked children playing in the dirt in front of a

huge Yahoo! sign. I saw a rickshaw with a Novell advertisement on the

back and another with what looked like a Sun Solaris CD dangling from

the rearview mirror as an ornament.

We drove past beautiful, state-of-the-art office buildings, filled with the

employees of some of the Western world’s most innovative companies. We

dodged buffalo in the street and begrudingly yielded to rickety bicycles

and full families on single mopeds.

We passed by fields containing huts made from twigs, mud, tarps, and

assorted garbage. We drove through crowds of well-dressed young peo-

ple, drinking coffee outside their office buildings before the start of the

day, only to drive a little farther to be propositioned by lepers begging at

a traffic light.

So before I even reached the office on my first day, my perspective had

changed. This was a world of great extremes. These foreign voices I

had heard through scratchy, unreliable phone connections, attached to the

brains whose code I’d been ruthlessly reviewing, lived here? These are the

people who are allegedly stealing our jobs?

I had come to India in the first stage of the setting up of a new software

development center for my company. My job was to interview and select

about 25 people who would form the “seed team” of a development shop

that would eventually house 250 people. More precisely, my job was to

reject more than 200 people. We had advertised our open jobs and received

nearly 30,000 applications. That’s four zeroes. You are reading it correctly.

We hired outside firms to help us whittle the 30,000 down to a more man-

ageable number and then used our own U.S.-based employees to further

work that number down to a short list of a couple hundred that we could

interview in person.

I was to be our interview panel’s executioner, sniffing out the weak and

finishing them off quickly and (I hoped) painlessly. While in India, I vis-

ited the hotel conference rooms of three different cities and met hundreds

of people. I probably took a secret pleasure from the fact that I was going

to go over and stop all these people from getting through the system and

“stealing” our jobs.

It was post-boom time. By that, I mean the DotCom bubble had burst. The

IT sector’s lifestyle had gone from rock ’n’ roll to Holiday Inn lounge act,

and it was showing in India as well.

CLICK HERE to purchase this book now.
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In fact, what I found was not an army of people, plotting to steal our com-

forts for themselves. Unlike their counterparts in the West, these people

weren’t angry that they had to get a small television set or even that they

might not be able to afford this month’s cable TV bill. These were sons

and daughters who were scraping by, trying to raise money to support

their parents and their spouses’ parents. These were mothers and fathers

whose IT jobs meant the difference between really educating their children

or sending them to a school from which the further educational options

have a hard limit. They weren’t trying to steal the American dream. They

were trying to squeeze a once-dry economy for a few drops of life-giving

cash flow.

Ultimately, I was an executioner very much fit for the task. No physical

injuries resulted, but many interviewees left with bruised egos. What I left

with was a changed perspective. Things had changed. A vibrant society

of highly motivated and intelligent people existed here. And they weren’t

playing for amenities; they were competing for the survival of their fami-

lies.

You can’t underestimate—or blame—someone with that kind of motiva-

tion.

Things Ain’t What They Used to Be

According to the U.S. government, IT unemployment has doubled since

2000. The Bureau of Labor Statistics reports that between 2000 and 2004,

the number of programmers in the American IT industry dropped by 17%.

In just the first three months of 2005, U.S. techology companies cut 60,000

jobs—twice the number cut in the same period of the previous year.1 The

numbers are sobering. In this world in which every device seems to con-

tain a computer, could software development be a doomed profession?

Matters are made more confusing by the bipolar temperament of the IT

job market. Had you left and went on retreat in a cave in 2000 for several

months, you would have emerged into an IT employment landscape that

was as unrecognizable as Java to a COBOL programmer. In the mid- to

late-nineties, a gold rush took place in the IT industry. I remember reading

about employers giving BMWs as signing bonuses. A team from another

company actually auctioned itself off on eBay for a huge signing bonus.

1 “Challenger Tech Sector Job Cuts Report,” http://challengergray.com/

CLICK HERE to purchase this book now.
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IT employment was a seller’s market, and people were jumping ship from

other vocations in droves.

The market was suddenly being flooded with new talent (or, at least, peo-

ple who considered themselves talented). At the time, demand was still

outpacing supply. I saw Java programmers being shipped in from India

who seemed to have passed the time during their flights reading their first

Java manual. The flood surely gave passage to some great software peo-

ple. But it also introduced a large population of people who wouldn’t have

ever considered a career in software—and probably shouldn’t have.

We’re all painfully aware that the boom has ended. When the bubble

burst, it was as if an unruly bunch of children had been interrupted jump-

ing on the bed and suddenly realized how much of a mess they had made

of their room. It was a mess they now had to clean up. Our industry

was filled with piles of unneeded software, hollow business models, and

increasingly irrelevant people.

The turn of the century saw IT being demoted from knight to squire. Orga-

nizationally, CIOs had bubbled to the top, often reporting to their compa-

nies’ CEOs. They were now being reorg’d back down under the COOs

and CFOs where they started. And with this demotion came the budget

cuts.

Where IT departments were previously under pressure to scoop up the

best talent before the competition did, they were now under pressure to

shed the excess baggage they had collected. In many cases, the reduction

in force didn’t come with a reduction in workload. Bubble or not, the tech-

nology boom made our businesses more reliant on IT than ever before.

Business processes from the sales floor to the call center were now resting

on the backs of IT’s systems.

So, here we were with way too much work to do and way too few jobs to

support all the work. What’s a poor CIO to do?

“Offshoring.” This silly-sounding made-up word now strikes fear into the

hearts of IT professionals throughout the Western world. Too much work

mixed with budget reductions leaves little choice for the nation’s CIOs.

Programmers in India can be hired for as low as a tenth of the salary of a

programmer in the United States. And without a standardized, objective

way to compare and contrast the talent difference, that’s a bargain difficult

for a smart business person to turn down. Even with the time zone and

cultural differences, it’s hard for a finance manager to imagine not saving

real money with the right offshoring setup.

CLICK HERE to purchase this book now.
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So, jobs have been shipped overseas by the boatload. Many American

programmers have found themselves either unemployed or supporting

the skeleton crew as one of the last of a dying breed. Early-morning or

late-night teleconferences through fuzzy telephone connections with peo-

ple who “talk funny” are becoming a common occurrence in the software

development world.

And it looks like the burst of the bubble didn’t make a temporary trough.

This is the new IT landscape. Over the years since the boom, offshoring

has been growing at a steady rate. In 2004, IT outsourcing grew by 37%.2

And according to Gartner, a research and advisory firm, worldwide off-

shore spending on application development will more than double, reach-

ing $50 billion dollars by 2010.

It’s not just grunt work that’s going, either. While we’re already spending

$1.2 billion on R&D outsourcing, that number is expected to shoot up to

$12 billion by 2010.3

The IT offshoring boom has been historically associated with India. India

started with a marked advantage over many other low-cost countries,

largely because of its excellent educational institutions and, more impor-

tant, the prominence of English as a first or second language. But even

for India, competition is heating up. More and more business is being

shipped to Eastern Europe (where it’s easier to find multilingual employ-

ees to support European language–speaking nations), Russia, Malaysia,

and the Phillipines, to name just a few.

Most recently, China has begun to figure into the equation. You know,

China. They’re the ones who manufactured almost everything in your

house. Go to Wal-Mart, and try to buy a clock or a phone that wasn’t

made in China. It’s a real challenge. And now, they’ve got some for-

ward thinking Indians wondering how long the “offshoring bubble” has

left in India. Leading management consultancy McKinsey & Company

reports that although it will be some time before China could eclipse India

in IT offshoring, progress is being made. Chinese offshoring revenues

are increasing by 42% each year on average, and the number of English-

speaking college graduates in the Chinese workforce has more than dou-

bled since 2000.4

2http://management.silicon.com/itdirector/0,39024673,39127146,00.htm
3http://informationweek.com/story/showArticle.jhtml?articleID=160400498
4http://www.mckinseyquarterly.com/article_page.aspx?ar=1556&L2=4&L3=115&srid=21&gp=1

CLICK HERE to purchase this book now.
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The bottom line is that things have changed for us professional software

developers here in the Western world. All signs indicate that the change is

not temporary. We can expect our DotCom bubble glory days to become

a more and more distant memory as the world continues to turn to lower-

cost sources of software development labor.

It’s All Our Fault

It’s easy to demonize Big Money America or criticize the government for

not protecting us. Or, for the truly adventurous of imagination, it’s easy

to believe that Indians have developed some sinister plot to maliciously

rob us of our comforts. However, even if there is an ounce of truth in these

sentiments, it is outweighed by the pounds of mediocrity under which our

Western industry has languished for the last several years.

It’s understandable that forlorn programmers would dump their personal

tragedies at the feet of anonymous companies and governing bodies. It’s

somehow comforting to drown one’s fear or despair in a healthy helping

of anger and strategically directed blame. And to make matters worse,

media sensationalists such as Lou Dobbs prey on our fears, hyping up the

problem and sounding a rallying cry whose primary purpose is to get bet-

ter ratings. But ultimately, blaming corporations is a dead-end road. We

can’t change corporate America. And though we have democracy on our

side, none of us can single-handedly steer this massive ship of a country.

So though comforting in times of fear and uncertainty, this game of blame-

the-big-guy is fruitless. We have no one to blame but ourselves.

This self-blaming attitude isn’t defeatist, though. In fact, blaming the gov-

ernment is the defeatist choice here. Forming labor unions and picketing

would be defeatist. Sitting on the couch flipping news channels and curs-

ing in a fit of nationalist rage would be defeatist. All these courses of action

lay the blame—and the imperative for action—at someone else’s feet.

If we can calm down enough to look at the situation rationally, we see that

it is our own fault that we’re in this mess. We live and work in an economic

ecosystem. In ecosystems, it’s the strong who survive. During a period of

staggering success, we’ve allowed ourselves to get fat, lazy, and slow. The

state of our craft has been marred by years of mediocrity.

The fact that we can take responsibility for and see the path that led to

our predicament is a good thing. It means we can start to take (and own)

corrective action.

CLICK HERE to purchase this book now.
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It’s Up to Us

It’s time to face the music. We are where we are, and waiting for things

to change by themselves isn’t going to lead us anywhere different. The

trends aren’t reversing, and the government has no incentive to bail us

out. The good news is that each of us has the power to do something

about it individually. We can each take control of our own piece of the

situation, bringing sanity to the collective whole.

Of course, if you can’t stand the heat, the most obvious action is to get

out of the proverbial kitchen. Western IT has its share of post-boom dead-

weight still lingering around, nervously drawing a paycheck. For some

not-insignificant percentage of IT workers, the safest bet is to start looking

for an alternate line of work. Choosing when you leave and where you

go next is a lot less difficult than being thrown out. If you don’t have pas-

sion and a drive that would force you to create software whether you were

being paid for it or not, you’re not going to be able to continue to compete

with those who do.

For those who remain, here is the key to survival: Software is a business.

We’re going to have to be businesspeople. Our companies don’t employ

us because they love us. They never have, and they never will. That’s not

the job of a business. Businesses don’t exist so we can have a place to go

every day. The purpose of a business is to make money. To stay employed,

you’re going to have to understand how you fit into the business’s plan to

make money.

As we’ll explore later, keeping you employed costs your company a signif-

icant amount of money. Your company is investing in you. Your challenge

is to become an obviously good investment. If the business value you bring

is clear, you are far less likely to end up on the offshoring chopping block.

Think of your career as if it is the life cycle of a product that you are cre-

ating. That product is made up of you and your skills. In this book, we’ll

look at four facets that a business must focus on when designing, manu-

facturing, and selling a product. And we’ll see how these four facets can

be applied to our careers:

1. Choose your market. Pick the technologies and business domains

you focus on consciously and deliberately. How do you balance risk

and reward? How do supply and demand factor into the decision?

2. Invest in your product. Your knowledge and skills are the corner-

stone of your product. Properly investing in them is a critical part

CLICK HERE to purchase this book now.
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of making yourself marketable. Simply knowing how to program

in Visual Basic isn’t good enough anymore. What other skills might

you need in the new economy? How can you compete with both

your offshore and onshore rivals?

3. Execute. Simply having employees with a strong set of skills doesn’t

pay off for a company. The employees have to deliver. How do you

keep up the delivery pace without driving yourself into the dirt?

How do you know you’re delivering the right value for the com-

pany?

4. Market! The best product in history won’t get purchased if nobody

knows it exists. How do you get find recognition in both your com-

pany and the industry as a whole without “sucking up”?

The goal of this book is to give you a systematic way of approaching the

challenges that lie ahead of you in the new world of IT. We will walk

through specific examples and present a set of actions that you can take

right now that will have both short-term and long-term positive effects.

Ultimately, the goal is not to bring our jobs back. These low-value jobs

we’ve lost were meant to be sent offshore. Instead, we should be preparing

for the new wave of higher value jobs that will be created in their places.
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